Dell Quickstart
Client Bundles for VDI

Wyse 5070
Task worker

OptiPlex 7070 Ultra
Desk-centric

Latitude 5410
On-the-Go

Built-in enterprise VDI client delivering a rich user experience
Designed with security in mind with no local data and limited attack surfaces
Ease of management over low bandwidth networks

Verified to run leading VDI broker clients*
Access mission critical apps through VDI when devices and users are in nonsecure locations or on unsecured networks
Leverage local processing power for productivity apps and access virtualized apps to address security, compliance or bandwidth constrains or gain instant access to new tools
* Verified with Windows 10 operating system

Security and manageability for tasks workers and knowledge users
Performance and expandability for knowledge workers
Work faster wherever you are with our smallest 14" mainstream business notebook

A user desktop dedicated to corporate use that prevents unauthorized software and viruses, protect sensitive data and apps with a fully locked-down desktop experience. Wyse 5070 is an easy to deploy endpoint purpose-built for VDI that empowers IT administrators with centralized remote control and management through Wyse Management Suite Pro. It allows to centrally configure, monitor, manage and optimize Wyse thin clients, zero clients and software thin clients, anytime, anywhere.

Ideal for remote workers in a fixed environment who require varying degrees of performance and expandability, the OptiPlex 7070 Ultra is a commercial desktop solution offering outstanding flexibility. This innovative form factor combines the sleekness of an all-in-one with the flexibility of a desktop to deliver a personalized end-user experience by leveraging local processing power for productivity apps and providing access to virtualized apps to address security and compliance or gain instant access to new tools.

A space-saving mobile solution that is ideal for those looking for a secure mobile workspace with the ability to work offline and delivering high-quality user experiences with performance levels and ecosystem that adapt to different workstyles. Latitude 5410 features Dell Optimizer, built-in AI that learns and responds to the way the user works, to automatically improve application performance, battery life and audio settings in the background.

Contact a Dell Technologies Expert

1 - Offering and availability may vary by region.
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